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INTRODUCTION
The earthquake early warning (EEW) system is becoming
a key practical tool for mitigating loss due to seismic events.
Depending on the distance to the earthquake, it provides
a few seconds’ to a few tens of seconds’ warning for people
PS BVUPNBUFE GBDJMJUJFT $VSSFOUMZ  NBOZ DPVOUSJFT IBWF BO
POMJOFPQFSBUJOHPSFYQFSJNFOUBM&&8TZTUFN TVDIBT+BQBO
/BLBNVSB  0EBLB et al.  )PSJVDIJ et al.  
Taiwan (Wu et al.8Vet al.8VBOE5FOH
Hsiao et al.)TJBPet al. .FYJDP &TQJOPTB"SBOEB
et al.  &TQJOPTB"SBOEB et al. 2009), the United States
"MMFOBOE,BOBNPSJ8Vet al."MMFOet al.
Bose, Hauksson, et al. 2009), Italy (Zollo et al.;PMMPet
al. 2009), Turkey (Alicik et al. 2011), Beijing (Peng et al. 2011),
and Romania (Bose, Sokolov, and Wenzel 2009).
Taiwan is situated at two converging plates, the Eurasian
plate and the Philippine Sea plate. Located in this seismic
BDUJWFSFHJPO XJUIBDPOWFSHFODFSBUFPGBCPVUDNZFBS :V
et al.  )TV et al.   5BJXBO IBT FYQFSJFODFE NBOZ
EFTUSVDUJWF FBSUIRVBLFT JO UIF QBTU DFOUVSZ UIF  $IJ
$IJ FBSUIRVBLF JT UIF MBSHFTU TVDI FWFOU "U UIBU UJNF  UIFSF
XBT OP SFBMUJNF  POMJOF &&8 TZTUFN JO 5BJXBO IPXFWFS  B
SBQJE SFQPSUJOH TZTUFN IBE CFFO PQFSBUJOH TJODF  8V
et al. 'PSUVOBUFMZ EVSJOHUIF$IJ$IJFWFOUUIF
earthquake rapid reporting system had good estimates of hypoDFOUFS /  &  EFQUI LN  BOE NBHOJUVEF
(.L BOEQSPWJEFEBOJOUFOTJUZNBQJOTFDPOETBĕFS
the earthquake occurrence (Wu et al. 2000).
ăF đSTU &&8 TZTUFN JO 5BJXBO XBT UFTUFE JO  JO
the Hualien area (Wu et al. 1999). The principle of this tested
system is to use sub-networks of fewer stations, closer to the
earthquakes, to quickly estimate the event information instead
of using the whole network of stations (Wu and Teng 2002).
Since then, on the basis of this principle and adopting the magnitude estimate method of . L10 based on the first 10 seconds
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of signals (Wu et al. UIJTTZTUFNIBTCFFOJNQMFNFOUFE
CZ 5BJXBOT $FOUSBM 8FBUIFS #VSFBV $8#  ăJT TZTUFN
has an average reporting time of about 22 seconds, and timely
XBSOJOHJTBWBJMBCMFGPSBSFBTVQUPBCPVULNGSPNUIFFQJcenter (Hsiao et al. "UUIFNPNFOU $8#IBTOPUZFU
issued the EEW information to the public.
In order to shorten the EEW processing time and hence
reduce the blind zone without timely warning, the initial part
of the 1-wave (usually three seconds) has been adopted to
estimate earthquake magnitude and the approaching ground
TIBLJOH UIF BWFSBHF QFSJPE <τc> CZ ,BOBNPSJ   8V BOE
,BOBNPSJB 8Vet al. 8VBOE,BOBNPSJB 
CUIFEPNJOBOUQFSJPE<τ QNBY>CZ/BLBNVSB "MMFO
BOE,BOBNPSJBOEUIFJOJUJBMQFBLWFSUJDBMEJTQMBDFNFOU
<1d] by Wu et al.   8V BOE ,BOBNPSJ C  B 
Recently, a new EEW system has been proposed and tested in
Taiwan (Hsiao et al. 2011). Hsiao et al. (2009 and 2011) propose to use Pd and τc of the initial three seconds of 1 wave to
determine earthquake magnitude on the Earthworm platform
developed by the United States Geological Survey (USGS).
"TBSFTVMUPGUIFMBSHFHSPVOETIBLJOHPGUIF$IJ
$IJ FBSUIRVBLF  TFWFSBM FMFDUSJDBM QPXFS UPXFST DPMMBQTFE 
XIJDISFTVMUFEJOSFBMUJNFEBUBJOUFSSVQUJPO*GUIF$IJ
$IJFBSUIRVBLFXFSFUPIBQQFOBHBJOXJUIMJNJUFEXPSLBCMF
stations and signal recording length, we wonder if the proposed
EEW system would provide precise and reliable event information. It is a big challenge to the current EEW methods in
magnitude and intensity estimations, because the data streams
might be broken within the initial 10 seconds after the first
1XBWFBSSJWBM BTIBQQFOFEJOUIF$IJ$IJFBSUIRVBLF
The purpose of this study is to offline test the new proposed EEW system (Hsiao et al. 2011) by feeding the raw
SFDPSETPGUIF$IJ$IJFBSUIRVBLFJOUPUIFTZTUFN#PUI
τc and Pd were used to estimate the magnitude. The results
indicate that the first warning is available in about 12 seconds
after the earthquake origin time and the magnitude estimated
by the τc method (.шc JTCFUUFSUIBOUIBUGSPNVTJOHUIF
Pd method (.Pd  &WFO XJUI MJNJUFE TUBUJPOT BOE EBUB
JOUFSSVQUJPOTTVDIBTPDDVSSFEEVSJOHUIF$IJ$IJFBSUIquake, the proposed EEW system still can provide quick and
satisfying event information.
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V Figure 1. Distribution of real-time strong-motion stations of
CWB. Station signals during the Chi-Chi earthquake occurrence
are classiﬁed A, B, or C for normal; capable to be used by the
P-wave method; and unacceptable for analysis, respectively.

DATA
#FGPSFUIF$IJ$IJFBSUIRVBLF UIFSFXFSFSFBMUJNF
TUSPOHNPUJPO TUBUJPOT PQFSBUFE CZ UIF $8# XJUI B CJU
EZOBNJDSBOHFBOEB)[TBNQMJOHSBUF5PTBWFDPNNVOJDBUJPOFYQFOTFT TPNFPGUIFTUBUJPOTEJSFDUMZUSBOTNJUUFEEBUB
UPUIFQSPDFTTJOHDFOUFSWJB,QIPOFMJOF XIJMFPUIFSTđSTU
USBOTNJUUFE EBUB UP TVCDFOUFST  XIJDI BSF NVMUJQMFY BMM EBUB
streams, and then transmitted them to the data processing center via a broadband dedicated line, named the T1 line.
6OFYQFDUFEMZ UIF)VBMJFO5MJOF DPOTJTUJOHPGTJYTUBUJPOT XBTJOUFSSVQUFEđWFTFDPOETCFGPSFUIF$IJ$IJFBSUIquake due to a mechanical problem. In addition, during the
strong ground-shaking period the electrical power tower collapsed, also causing serious signal communication problems.
Many real-time data streams lacked later S waves or were filled
with non-seismic spikes. Therefore, the current . L10 method
for estimating magnitude was difficult or impossible to implement. We divided the station operating conditions into A, B,

V Figure 2. The seismograms on the left show the type B realtime strong-motion signals of the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake. The
plots on the right show the initial three seconds of signals after
the P arrival.

BOE$UZQFT JOEJDBUJOHTJHOBMTBSFOPSNBM " DBQBCMFPGCFJOH
used by the 1-wave method (B), or unacceptable for analyTJTु $ 'JHVSFTIPXTUIFEJTUSJCVUJPOPGTUBUJPOTBDDPSEJOHUP
the station health. Only nine out of 61 stations recorded complete waveforms. However, if we consider the initial part of 1
waves, an additional 20 stations of type B, including the nearest stations, become able to be used by the τc and Pd methods.
Figure 2 shows the seismograms of the three nearest stations
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V Figure 3. (A) Hardware and (B) software conﬁgurations of the CWB P-wave earthquake early warning system.

of type B. Despite the fact that the data streams of type B were
spoiled by serious spikes or discontinuities, the initial portion
of 1 waves are still usable, even at the nearest stations, which
provides valuable records.

EEW SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
Either a regional or onsite method is a possible way to impleNFOUBO&&8TZTUFN ,BOBNPSJ ăFSFHJPOBMNFUIPE
uses a group of seismometers near the source area to determine earthquake location and magnitude and then transmits
the event information to target areas farther away from the
earthquake. On the other hand, the onsite method uses only
one station or a small array to predict the ground motion at
the same site. It takes advantage of the initial portion of the 1
wave, which is faster than S waves and contains the information about earthquake source. Using the Pd attenuation relationship with hypocentral distance, .Pd is more oriented to

the regional method. .шc, which can be obtained by only one
station and does not need earthquake location, is computed by
averaging all the available single .шc among the stations for the
sake of minimizing the effect of abnormal values.
Each method has advantages and disadvantages. The
regional method may be more reliable but it takes much more
time than the onsite method. Thus, it cannot offer early warning for regions closer to the epicenter. However, it is possible to
offer more warning time than the on-site approach for regions
further away from epicenter. On the other hand, an onsite system can provide timely warning to regions closer to the epicenter (Satriano et al. 2010). The general tendency nowadays is to
integrate these two approaches (Zollo et al. 2010).
'JHVSF"TIPXTUIFDPOđHVSBUJPOPGUIFQSPQPTFE&&8
system (Hsiao at al JOUIF$8#'JFMETUBUJPOTUSBOTNJU
real-time data streams via modem. Some of them are directly
DPOOFDUFEUPUIFEBUBDFOUFSPUIFSTBSFđSTUDPOOFDUFEUPUIF
sub-centers and later to the data center. Then the data center
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V Figure 4. Simulation results for six stages after the earthquake occurrence. Open circles and stars indicate the epicenter of the
Chi-Chi earthquake from the CWB catalog and simulations, respectively. Large triangles indicate the stations (types A and B) used in
simulations. Tr is the reporting time after the earthquake occurrence, and D is the focal depth from simulations. MPd and Mʏc represent
the Pd magnitude and ʏc magnitude, respectively.

integrates all data in a serial port server. The program, named
35%3&$  DPOUJOVPVTMZ HFOFSBUFT UIF XBWFGPSN đMFT XJUI B
length of three seconds. These files are the data source for the
EEW system.
Earthworm is one of the most popular software platforms
for real-time seismic data integration processing. We developed
PVS &&8 TZTUFN JO UIF &BSUIXPSN FOWJSPONFOU 'JHVSF  
We modified some original modules from Earthworm to meet
our requirements, including Tankplayer and SniffwaveIn order
to feed the continuous data files into Earthworm, we created
a new module, named Rtd2ew, modified from Tankplayer.
Data streams are continuously stored in a temporal memory
space, named WAVE RING, which contains a volume of
 LCăFO4OJĈXBWFFFX NPEJđFEGSPNUIF&BSUIXPSN
program called Sniffwave, automatically detects earthquakes
BOE BQQMJFT B )[ SFDVSTJWF IJHIQBTT đMUFS UP EPVCMF
integrated accelerograms. Then Pd and τc are calculated within
three seconds after 1 BSSJWBM &BDI 4OJĈXBWFFFX DBO POMZ
handle one trace. Because only the vertical component is used,
4OJĈXBWFFFXQSPHSBNTNVTUCFPQFSBUFEBUUIFTBNFUJNF
0ODFUIF4OJĈXBWFFFXEFUFDUTB1-arrival triggering, parameters including station location, 1 arrival time, Pd, and τc are
sent to the shared memory. In the final stage, the Tcpd program

fetches the event parameters stored in the shared memory and
computes earthquake early warning information. Once the
warning threshold (M > 6.0) is reached, a shaking map is generated. Once the predicted peak ground acceleration (PGA) of
QPQVMBUFESFHJPOTJTMBSHFSUIBOHBM UIFFBSMZXBSOJOHNFTsage will be delivered.

RESULTS
ăF SBX SFDPSET PG UIF $IJ$IJ FBSUIRVBLF XFSF SFQMBZFE JO
the proposed EEW system (Hsiao at al. 2011). The 1 arrival
times of each station were used for locating the earthquake.
The parameters Pd and τc of each station were used to estimate
magnitude by the empirical formulas of .Pd (Hsiao et al. 2011)
.Pd ¤MPH1d ¤MPHR

(1)

and .шc (Wu et al. 
.шc¤MPHτc 



'JHVSF  TIPXT TJY QSPHSFTTJWF &&8 SFQPSUT ăF đSTU FWFOU
SFQPSU JT BWBJMBCMF  TFDPOET BĕFS UIF FBSUIRVBLF PSJHJO
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V Figure 5. Pd values of the Chi-Chi earthquake estimated from
real-time strong-motion signals.

time. The reporting time is significantly reduced compared
to the present average EEW reporting time of 20 seconds.
Therefore, the radius of the warning blind zone is shortened
GSPNLNUPBCPVULNăFFTUJNBUFEFBSUIRVBLFMPDBtion is quite satisfactory even in the first report. In each report,
.Pd BSF BMM TNBMMFS UIBO   JNQMZJOH UIBU 1d may saturate
for large earthquakes. On the other hand, the estimated .шc
CFUXFFOBOEJTSBUIFSDMPTFUPUIFSFQPSUFE.XPG

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
"ĕFS MFBSOJOH UIF MFTTPO PG UIF  $IJ$IJ FBSUIRVBLF 
Taiwan has improved the hardware of its seismic networks. The
station density and the recording devices have been gradually
improved. Each station now is equipped with an uninterruptible power supply to provide steady electrical power in case of
a power failure due to an electrical power tower collapse or a
disconnected communication line. The real-time EEW system
is easy to implement based on the Earthworm environment.
Thanks to its open-source software, users can construct a userdesigned real-time seismic network and also can easily modify
the Earthworm modules for their own data processing tasks.
1-wave methods are an effective tool for EEW because only
a few seconds of the initial portion of 1-wave are needed. In the
DBTFPGUIF$IJ$IJFBSUIRVBLF UIFđSTUSFQPSUXBTHFOFSBUFE
in only about 12 seconds by the proposed EEW system. The

use of the initial 1-wave turns out to be a robust system even
in those cases in which large ground-shaking may provoke data
JOUFSSVQUJPO8VBOE,BOBNPSJ C GPVOEUIFFNQJSJDBM
relationship between the peak ground velocity (PGV) and Pd.
By taking advantage of the PGV versus Pd relationship, the
EEW system can also immediately produce a shaking map in
PGV, which is useful in emergent resource dispatch management and for quick damage assessment.
The size of a large earthquake is more difficult to estimate
than that of a small one due to the source dimension and the
SVQUVSFDPNQMFYJUZ*OUIF$IJ$IJFBSUIRVBLF UIFGBVMUQMBOF
ruptured from south to north and there were two seismic asperJUJFT0OFJTOFBSUIFIZQPDFOUFSUIFPUIFSJTBCPVUUPLN
north of the hypocentral area. The average slips of these two
BTQFSJUJFTBSFBCPVUNBOEN SFTQFDUJWFMZ .Bet al. 2001).
'JHVSF  QMPUT UIF TQBUJBM EJTUSJCVUJPO PG 1d with the surface
USBDFPGUIFSVQUVSJOHGBVMUGPSUIF$IJ$IJFBSUIRVBLF1d values are larger in the northern part of the fault plane, which is
consistent with the rupture directivity of the earthquake.
ăFSFTVMUTJO'JHVSFTVHHFTUUIBU1d is not as sensitive as
τc for the large-magnitude earthquakes because of the saturation problem. The suggested upper limit of the Pd methods is
BCPVU. 8(Wu et al.8VBOE;IBP &TUJNBUFE
by the relationship of PdBOE1(7 8VBOE,BOBNPSJC 
B  UIF 1(7 PG UIF $IJ$IJ FBSUIRVBLF BSF VOEFSFTtimated again, suggesting the Pd saturation. The study of
-BODJFSJ BOE ;PMMP   TIPXT UIBU FYUFOEJOH UIF 1-wave
window to four seconds or more drastically reduces the saturation effect. We also tested the 1-wave window at four seconds.
We obtained an .Pd of 6.9, suggesting that the saturation
problem really is reduced. Nevertheless, .Pd can build more
magnitude redundancy into the EEW system for earthquakes
XJUINBHOJUVEFTMFTTUIBOPS JUEFQFOETPOUIF1-wave
window). In real-time operation, when .Pd is determined to be
MBSHFSUIBO .шc will be used for early warning purposes.
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